LIFT DEPOT COMPANY

Lift Depot has become the leader in Southern Ontario, providing our customers with first class customer service. Our focus on always listening to our customers’ needs and being available 24-7 to resolve their material handling issues has helped us to grow to where we are today... Southern Ontario’s premier Material Handling Customer Service Provider.

Lift Depot has three full service branches in London, Stratford, and Cambridge, Ontario. With more than 20 Road Service Technicians, dedicated battery & charger technicians, operator trainers and over 400 short term rental lift trucks and man-lifts, Lift Depot has the professional team of people and resources to assist your company with any of your future material handling requirements.

A COMPANY BUILT ON FIRST CLASS SERVICE

OUR COMMITMENT
• Satisfying as well as exceeding customer expectations through our high standards of quality and on time delivery of our services and products.
• Formulating and maintaining partnerships with both our customers and suppliers.
• Constantly measuring our quality system through feedback, reports and reviews.
• Identifying, analyzing, correcting and preventing all non-conforming issues.
• Providing continuous training to all members of our team.
• Continuously improving all of our business practices.

“We are committed to building partnerships with our clients to ensure their growth and success. By raising the standard for customer service, safety, and products, we provide a competitive advantage with preferred solutions.”

Rob Daniel, President
HIRE LIFT DEPOT TO SOLVE YOUR LIFT TRUCK PROBLEMS SO YOU CAN FOCUS ON YOUR CORE BUSINESS.

“We rely heavily on our lift truck fleet and I would trust no other company than Lift Depot.”
- Client testimonial

“Your technical staff are very professional, knowledgeable and solutions oriented when it comes to dealing with our lift truck needs.”
- Client testimonial

“You people are what we call in my business ‘World Class’. You do not have to be the biggest, but just the ‘Best’ to earn that title.”
- Client testimonial

“I wanted to pass along our thanks to your service technician who came up with an innovative solution for us! This kind of service really sets Lift Depot apart, and is very much appreciated!”
- Client testimonial
QUALITY EQUIPMENT AT COMPETITIVE RATES

- Over 400 late model rentals
- Short-term – by the day, week or month
- Electric, Propane & Diesel
- Electric Powered Walkies, Stackers
- Indoor Tire, Outdoor Tire
- Rough Terrain
- Skyjack Aerial Work Platforms
- Genie Articulating Booms
- Forklift Batteries, Chargers
- Forklift Attachments – Rotators, Roll Clamps

WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST RENTAL FLEETS IN SOUTHERN ONTARIO

FROM OUR DOOR TO YOURS...
LIFT DEPOT DELIVERS
• 22+ highly qualified road service technicians.
• 3 full service branch facilities.
• Lift Depot can service and supply parts for all makes and models of forklifts.
• Dedicated Lift Depot Battery & Charger Technicians.
• 24-7 Emergency Service with live after hours dispatch.
• Most Dependable Company for Lift Truck service and parts in Southern Ontario.
• Lift Depot Service offers comprehensive Planned Maintenance Programs, Annual Safety Inspections & Certifications and Emission Testing.
• Lift Depot uses the latest GPS Fleet Tracking Software to ensure the most efficiently scheduled and reliable 24-7 service.
• Mobile Tire Press for full service repair and replacement on site.
• Full reconditioning of your forklift if requested – tear down, full inspection and rebuilding of your lift truck to manufacturer standards including engine rebuilding and new paint.
• Company owned tilt & load transport truck so your service can be done on site or at one of our fully equipped shops.
• Fastest service response time in Southern Ontario.

QUALITY PARTS AT A FAIR PRICE
Lift Depot is your #1 source in Southern Ontario for quality parts for any make or model of lift truck, aerial work platform or sweeper/scrubber. All Lift Depot parts meet stringent quality control standards. Each of our 22+ service vans carries an inventory of standard parts to ensure maximum uptime of your lift truck fleet.

GPS FLEET SOFTWARE TO ENSURE THE MOST EFFICIENTLY SCHEDULED AND RELIABLE 24-7 SERVICE

THE LIFT DEPOT SERVICE ADVANTAGE

SERVICE & PARTS
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Lift Depot Ltd., Southern Ontario’s premier material handling solutions provider, offers new certification & re-certification courses for lift truck and aerial work platform operators.

**LIFT DEPOT OPERATOR TRAINING COURSES INCLUDE:**
1) Counterbalance & Narrow Aisle Lift Truck
2) Aerial Work Platform (Scissor Lift) with Fall Arrest
3) Powered Walk Behind and Ride On Pallet Truck
4) Powered Walk Behind Stacker
5) Rough Terrain, Truck Mount and Telehandler
6) J1 Joey Task Support Vehicle

**LIFT DEPOT THEORY PROGRAM:**
- Current Legislation
- Principles of Lift Truck Design
- Safe Operation Guidelines
- Pedestrian Awareness
- Pre-Operation Inspection
- Fuel Source
- Summary and Written Exam

Upon successful completion and passing of the Lift Depot Operator Training Course, each participant will receive a certificate suitable for framing and a wallet permit. Certification is valid for three years with a mid-term (18) month refresher course required.

**LIFT DEPOT OPERATOR TRAINING COURSES MEET OR EXCEED ALL CURRENT GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION INCLUDING:**
- Canadian Standards Association
- Occupational Health & Safety Act of Ontario
- Ontario Ministry of Labour Guidelines for Safe Operation of Powered Lift Trucks

Group discounts & special pricing available on training when purchasing new or used equipment.

**LIFT DEPOT COMPREHENSIVE OPERATOR CERTIFICATION COURSES:**
- Individuals or Groups
- Theory & Practical Components
- On site or at one of the Lift Depot Training Centres in London, Stratford or Cambridge

**LIFT DEPOT PRACTICAL PROGRAM:**
- Conducted One on One
- Pre-Operational Checks
- Accurate Maneuvering
- Loading and Unloading
- Fuel Handling Procedures
- Competency Driving Test
- Review of Practical Test

Register online at [www.liftdepot.com](http://www.liftdepot.com) or call your local branch.
Hyundai Forklifts are known for their durability, high productivity, comfort, low maintenance and most impressive list of standard features. Hyundai’s full product line of Electric, Diesel & Propane powered forklifts are designed with a durable frame and built to offer excellent stability and a smooth ride, they are real workhorses.

As the largest ship builder in the world, Hyundai Heavy Industries has access to ship grade steel at a fraction of other manufacturers, this coupled with industry leading technology from both their earth moving line, and passenger vehicles has allowed them to bring their Hyundai lift trucks to the market with unequaled value and quality.
UniCarriers’ TCM Brand has been an industrial pioneer since 1949 when they manufactured Japan’s first lift truck. Today, utilizing the special strength they gained through close connection with their customers, UniCarriers is dedicated to building integrated logistics systems that are the finest in the world, with production plants in the United States, Japan, Spain, and Sweden. UniCarriers’ TCM Brand has become a global leader in material handling equipment manufacturing by consistently delivering quality lift trucks to their customers.

Guelph ON – Since its inception in 1986, Skyjack has become a global leader in the manufacturing of lift work platforms. During the 90’s the company grew to capture over 30% market share and today remains an internationally dominant force. Skyjack produces a full line of lift work platforms ranging in work heights from 21 to 71 ft in both electric on-slab applications and internal combustion powered rough terrain models. All Skyjacks are backed by a comprehensive, international product support network.

Genie manufactures some of the most advanced, highest valued lift equipment in the industry. The distinctive Genie blue lifts set the standard for performance and durability – not to mention support from people that understand your business. Genie Industries began in 1966 with the introduction of the Genie® Hoist, a portable, pneumatic material lift. It was followed by additional material lifts and a series of aerial work platforms to meet customer demand – products that quickly gained worldwide recognition and often represented breakthroughs in design. Genie’s diverse product line offers you efficient solutions to your worksite challenges.
Motrec offers the most complete range of industrial personnel vehicles and tow tractors in the industry. Since 1988 they have been creating and manufacturing industrial vehicles renowned for their superior quality, performance and reliability. All units are UL approved.

Lift Depot is the distributor in Southern Ontario for Blue Giant and Big Joe by Blue Giant. We can offer our customers high quality manual pallet trucks, electric powered walk behind pallet trucks, ride on pallet trucks, straddle, reach & counterbalance electric stackers and scissor lift tables.

Lift Depot offers the largest selection of used equipment including lift trucks, scissor lifts, attachments, batteries and chargers. Call your local Lift Depot Branch or visit our website’s used section at www.liftdepot.com for photos, specifications and pricing.